A book review on
Understanding and using educational theories

The book presents an overview of key theorists’ and thinkers’ perspectives on reflection, behaviourism, cognitivism, social learning and activity, critical pedagogy, andragogy - to mention a few. It is well structured with each chapter initially presenting a set of learning outcomes and an introduction. It then considers the theorist’s background and his or her work. Subsequently, it provides a link to other theorists’ views. Thereafter, it submits a critique, applies their work to practice and then offers a reflective task. Each chapter then closes with a summary, further reading suggestions and a reference list.

I found the concepts well defined, clearly explained, easy to understand and aptly applied to classroom contexts. Learning about theorists’ backgrounds and their early experiences has afforded me the opportunity to step into their world and to perhaps better appreciate their philosophies and ideologies. For instance, Lev Vygotsky had what can be argued as a broad education studying medicine, law, history and philosophy. He was also referred to as “an enthusiastic follower of literature, theatre … and the use of language structures” (Aubrey and Riley, 2016, p. 49). This broad exposure possibly developed his thinking about speech, language and learning. Perhaps his sophisticated reasoning capacity, informed (or swayed) his views on an individual’s mental action and influenced his approach to cognitive development and the socio-cultural processes that are vital to this development.

The book has also further sharpened my appreciation of links with a range of educational theories. As an example the socio-cultural influences on learning and development as indicated above is also argued by other theorists including Benjamin Bloom, Malcolm Knowles, Basil Bernstein, Pierre Bourdieu (habitus) etc. I have also developed awareness of links between theorists who favour the democratic notion of pedagogy, child-centred and culturally based approaches. In this respect, Paulo Freire’s offering of a “problem-posing education” as opposed to the “banking concept of education” (Aubrey and Riley, 2016, p. 132) bears close links with John Dewey’s critic of the traditional schooling system, Vygotsky’s constructivist theory, and Lave and Wenger’s socially situated learning theories.
Another fascinating aspect of the book is the critique section in each chapter. Whilst there are seeming affirmations of theorists' perspectives, their submissions are also critiqued. This is a potentially valuable resource for those who wish to navigate the terrain of educational theories as well as take critical perspectives.

Lastly is the application of theoretical perspective to classroom practice. Yet again, this makes perspectives that may sound hypothetical and abstract more practical. As an example, Guy Claxton's ideas on 'epistemological apprenticeship' and 'learning power' have been seamlessly applied to classroom practice vis-à-vis the promotion of a supportive culture where new learning habits which foster self-belief and risk taking are formed.

In conclusion, the book is written in an accessible language and provides genuine insight for undergraduate and postgraduate students who are getting to grips with the concepts of educational theories, those who are refining their skills in critiquing educational theories, and those practitioners who are developing their learners' knowledge and understanding of education theories and their application to practice.
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Using behaviorist theory in the classroom can be rewarding for both students and teachers. Behavioral change occurs for a reason; students work for things that bring them positive feelings, and for approval from people they admire. They change behaviors to satisfy the desires they have learned to value. In the preoperational stage, children engage in make believe and can understand and express relationships between the past and the future. More complex concepts, such as cause and effect relationships, have not been learned. Intelligence is egocentric and intuitive, not logical.


Learning Theory and Classroom Practice in the Lifelong Learning Sector (Achieving QTLS Series). Jim Gould. Review. The chapters are accessibly written and accurate, serving to set the selected thinkers in context and draw the student’s attention to key themes. I expect that this book will equip and inspire students to engage first-hand with the texts of these creative and influential educational writers. (David Aldridge). About the Author. An essential book for understanding learning theories. I used it for my first pgce assignment as it was very helpful! It summarises the theories clearly and shows you practical ways / implications for the classroom. So what are educational learning theories and how can we use them in our teaching practice? There are so many out there, how do we know which are still relevant and which will work for our classes? There are 3 main schemas of learning theories; Behaviourism, Cognitivism and Constructivism. In this article you will find a breakdown of each one and an explanation of the 15 most influential learning theories; from Vygotsky to Piaget and Bloom to Maslow and Bruner. By Paul Stevens-Fulbrook. Swimming through treacle! That’s what it feels like when you are trying to sort through and make sense of t Understanding & Using Educational Theories book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. I expect that this book will equip and inspire... Each chapter includes: Practical examples showing how theories can be used to inform classroom teaching Critiques of each theorist exploring opposing viewpoints and the strengths and weaknesses of different ideas Reflective tasks inviting you to apply what you’ve read to your own educational experiences ...more. Get A Copy. Amazon.